
Internal & Government Investigations Conference

The Internal & Government Investigations Conference brings together a

vast array of government and regulatory officials, seasoned legal counsel and

savvy defense experts to share their experience and knowledge. Attend and

learn effect ways to implement compliance protocols and manage

investigations successfully. 

WilmerHale Partner David Wilson speaks on a panel with David Stuart,

Senior Counsel - Investigations/Regulatory, General Electric. The two

alalyze potential disclosure obligations to shareholders including, knowing

what to disclose and when to disclose it; exploring possible effects and

consequences of disclosure on a company given decisions to

withhold/disclose findings; debating hypothetical disclosure situations and

determining proper operating procedures, and; understanding why you may

or may not want to disclose filings to shareholders. 
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Crypto Currently: Crypto Policy Updates
APRIL 4, 2024

WEBINAR

31st Annual Fordham Intellectual Property Law &
Policy Conference

APRIL 4–5, 2024

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT

CFTC 2023 Year in Review and a Look Forward
Webinar
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